A method of modal expansion approximation is applied to study a burnup optimization problem . Find the optimal control a*(t) that minimizes the functional J of Eq. (9), subject to the system Eq. (14) Step 1 Define amax and amin for the specified value of maximum allowable power peaking integer.
Step 2 Compute the inner segment of the tra-G1(as,asts,ts)=0 holds.
Step 3 Starting from this point (as, asts, ts), compute the upper and the lower boundary trajectory by performing boundary control, until the end point is reached in each trajectory at which the relation aL(bf,tf)=aG(bf,tf) holds.
Step 4 Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for all n, then determine the optimal control a*(t) to obtain the shown in order to demonstrate the validity of this reduced search procedure. As the eligible optimal final point, b0, is found within the attainable that this point can be attained with some freedom of control, and b0 is therefore regarded as the real optimal final point. In fact, the best final point As mentioned already, other optimal trajectories that reach the optimal final point can be synthesized by modifying the computing procedure are also traced in Fig.  4 (1) The policy for attaining the maximum burnup becomes unique beyond a certain limit of non-uniformity of the fuel loading and below a certain value of the maximum allowable power peaking factor, and becomes non-unique in the contrary case.
(2) When the optimal policy is unique, the policy is to maintain as long as possible a flux shape that embodies the highest admissible peak in the region of higher k-value. In our terminology, the optimal policy becomes inner (outer)-high policy for inner (outer)-high fuel loading.
(3) When the optimal policy is non-unique, it is usually possible to find a policy whose 
